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Abstract: Millimeter wave (MMW) radar simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technology
is an emerging technology in a tunnel vehicle accident rescue scene. It is a powerful tool for statistic-
trapped vehicle detection with limited vision caused by darkness, heat, and smoke. A variety of
SLAM frameworks have been proven to be able to obtain 3-degree-of-freedom (3-dof) pose estimation
results using 2-dimention (2D) MMW radar in open space. In the application of millimeter wave
radar for pose estimation and mapping in a closed environment, closed space structures and artificial
targets together constitute high-intensity multi-path scattering measurement data, leading to radar
false detections. Radar false detections caused by multi-path scattering are generally considered to
be detrimental to radar applications, such as multi-target tracking. However, few studies analyze
the mechanism of multi-path effects on radar SLAM, especially in closed spaces. In order to address
the problem, this paper first presents a radar multi-path scattering theory to study the generation
mechanism difference of false and radar true detection and their influences on radar SLAM 2D pose
estimation and mapping in tunnel. According to the scattering mechanism differences on SLAM,
a radar azimuth scattering angle signature is proposed, which allows distinguishing radar false
detections from real ones. This is useful in avoiding using unreliable radar false detections to solve a
radar SLAM problem. In addition, two different radar false detection revising methods combined
with the CSM (correlative scan matching) algorithm are proposed in this paper. The HTMR-CSM
(hard-threshold-multi-path-revised correlative scan matching) algorithm only depends on a hard
threshold of radar azimuth scattering angle signature to eliminate all radar false detections as much
as possible before CSM. Another idea is the STMR-CSM (soft-threshold-multi-path-revised correlative
scan matching) algorithm. All the radar false detections are classified according to the distribution
model of radar azimuth accuracy, and part of more reliable radar false detections are retained to
estimate a more accurate pose. All the ideas in this paper are validated by using an MMW 2D radar
mounted on a rail-guided robot in a tunnel. Two cars on fire were set as the targets. The experimental
results show that the STMR-CSM algorithm that keeps the reliable radar false detections improves
the positioning accuracy by 20% compared with CSM.

Keywords: millimeter wave radar; SLAM; radar false detections; HTMR-CSM; STMR-CSM

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the economy and transportation, more and more cities
have begun to build tunnels. At present, tunnels are getting longer and longer. The longer
the tunnel, the greater the possibility of traffic accidents. The probability of fire will also
increase. In the event of a fire, smoke and particles will diffuse throughout the space,
in a serious threat to people’s lives and property safety. As smoke and particles spread
throughout the space, it can be difficult for rescuers to reach the fire site in the first place.
The difficulty of rescue work greatly increases. Therefore, a robot is urgently needed to
replace people to reach scenes of fire for the first time. Localization and mapping of the
scene help people find out the scene to facilitate the organization of rescue work [1–3].
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SLAM technology has become the core technology of unmanned driving. SLAM
refers to the main body equipped with sensors to establish the surrounding environment
through motion in an unknown environment, at the same time estimating their own
movement process to achieve localization [4]. Sensors mainly include optical cameras,
lidar and millimeter wave radar. Optical cameras and lidar are the most common sensors.
The optical camera is the main sensor of V-SLAM, and lidar is the main sensor of lidar
SLAM [5,6]. The optical camera has the advantages of a large amount of information, rich
texture and small size, but it is susceptible to light and extreme weather. Lidar can work
in more diverse scenarios than the optical camera. However, it still cannot work stably in
smoke and fog. These scenes reduce the accuracy of localization and mapping [7,8]. In
order to apply SLAM technology to extreme scenes such as fire, smoke and fog, we do
not choose optical cameras and lidar. Millimeter wave radar is selected as the sensor in
this paper. Millimeter wave radar transmits electromagnetic waves, which can penetrate
fire, smoke and fog to detect targets. It is not affected by light. It can work all day and in
all weather. However, millimeter wave radar angle resolution is low. It is prone to noise
points. In addition, the number of point clouds is less than the lidar [6,9,10]. Therefore,
SLAM technology based on millimeter wave radar has been widely studied [11].

At present, the research of millimeter wave radar SLAM is not as mature as lidar
SLAM, but their principles are similar. There have been many studies on lidar SLAM.
SLAM algorithm has strict requirements on the initial value. Iterative closest point (ICP) is
a point cloud matching method [12]. In [13], the original ICP was improved, and a point-
to-line matching iterative closest point (PLICP) was proposed. The ICP algorithm only
considers the point-to-point distance. It lacks the use of point cloud structure information,
which will lead to a decrease in point cloud matching accuracy. Compared with the classical
ICP, PLICP transforms the distance between points into the distance between points and
lines. However, this method is sensitive to local minima. Therefore, there are higher
requirements for the initial value, and a poor initial value affects the accuracy. SLAM
algorithm is based on feature point matching. It includes Loam, A-Loam, LeGo-Loam and
Loam-Livox [14–16]. They process the original point cloud and extract the feature point
cloud using the feature point cloud to complete positioning and mapping. They have strict
requirements for the scene. They are extremely prone to degradation in tunnels, resulting
in reduced positioning and mapping accuracy. The above algorithms are based on the
research of open environments. However, correlative scan matching (CSM) is a global
scan-matching algorithm that avoids the local extremum problem [17]. Because it does not
believe the global maximum found by local search. It searches for an entire reasonable area.
This region comes from a priori or can be obtained from other sensors. In addition, it does
not need to extract feature points because it has lower requirements for the scene and can
be applied in the closed space of the tunnel.

When millimeter wave radar detects targets in a closed space, the electromagnetic
waves will have multiple reflection paths to generate radar false detections. This phe-
nomenon will be more obvious when the target in the detection environment is small or
less. The number of radar false detections can even exceed the real target point clouds,
reducing the accuracy of measurement [18]. The original radar point cloud data cannot
meet the corresponding perception requirements. They affect the accuracy of SLAM, and it
is necessary to process the clutter and radar false detections in the data.

In paper [19], the method of clustering each scan is adopted. After clustering, the
average value of each cluster data set is taken as its center. Point clouds in radar data are
sparse, and there are many stray points and uneven density, so partition clustering methods
(such as K-Means) and hierarchical clustering algorithms are not suitable for processing
radar data. A grid-based DBSCAN algorithm was proposed in the paper [20]. Firstly, the
calculation of the density criterion of DBSCAN is given. Then the grid-based DBSCAN is
modified. In paper [21], DBSCAN is proposed to filter the clutter points by using the RCS
value of the target as the feature. This method solves the problem that the parameters need
to be determined manually in the proposed method [22]. It improves the accuracy of clutter
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recognition. These methods can effectively remove clutter points. These methods are based
on the Poisson distribution assumption. However, there are great challenges when clutter
and radar false detections are stronger than real point clouds. These methods deal with
clutter points or radar false detections but do not study the impact of multi-path on SLAM.
However, some references studied the positive role of multi-path in positioning [23]. At
present, there is a lack of research on the positive impact of multi-path in millimeter wave
radar SLAM.

Aiming at the problems existing in the existing methods of screening out millimeter
wave radar false detections. The technical approach of this paper is to first establish a
radar SLAM multi-path scattering theory in the tunnel. Then, the radar false detections are
identified according to the azimuth range characteristics of the scattering point. Finally,
the method of reliable radar false detection recognition is added to SLAM. A radar false
detection revision CSM algorithm is proposed. The contributions of this paper are mainly
the following three points:

1. The multi-path scattering theory of SLAM in a tunnel is established. Combined with
the actual scene of tunnel and the target, a multi-path scattering theory is constructed
to illustrate the generation mechanism of radar false detections. The accumulation
process of single-bounce, double-bounce and triple-bounce in SLAM is constructed.

2. According to the scattering mechanism differences on SLAM, we propose a radar
azimuth scattering angle signature. The calculation method of azimuth scattering
angle and range of target point based on SLAM is given. According to the range of
azimuth scattering angle, all radar false detections are identified for revision.

3. HTMR-CSM and STMR-CSM are proposed. The scan-to-scan point cloud matching
method of the original CSM algorithm is improved. A point cloud matching mode
from scan-to-submap is proposed. STMR-CSM further optimizes HTMR-CSM by
using reliable radar false detections to improve positioning accuracy. HTMR-CSM as a
control group demonstrated the effectiveness of STMR-CSM. In addition, it improves
the accuracy of the map.

The second section of this article mainly establishes the SLAM multi-path scattering
theory of radar in the tunnel and analyzes the difference of different bounces in the stability
of the SLAM accumulation process. The third section introduces radar azimuth scattering
angle signature. The fourth section introduces HTMR-CSM and STMR-CSM. The point
cloud matching mode of the original CSM is improved. The fifth section is mainly the
experimental results and analysis through multi-dimensional comparison to prove the
effectiveness of this method. The last section mainly summarizes the article and looks
forward to the future.

2. Influence of Millimeter Wave Radar Scattering Characteristics on SLAM

Millimeter wave radar SLAM technology relies on estimating radar pose by continu-
ously observing the same scatterer in different locations. The more stable observation times
accumulated for the same scatterer, the more favorable it is for the algorithm to overcome
the observation error and obtain an accurate estimation of radar pose. Three main radar
scattering characteristics may affect the accuracy of radar SLAM pose estimation.

2.1. Target Scattering Type Characteristic

Firstly, whether the radar can stably observe the same scatterer in different locations
not only requires visibility (unobtrusive) but also depends on the type of scatterer. The
Radar Cross Section (RCS) of the scatterer varies with the radar incidence angle, which
makes it possible to detect a point target when the echo power is higher than the Constant
False Alarm Rate Detector (CFAR) threshold. According to the RCS varying with incident
angle, different types of scatterers can form different ranges in azimuth, continuous or
discontinuous. This results in different angular ranges of scatters, at which point clouds
can be detected in azimuth, as shown in Figure 1. The convex surface formed by most of
the vehicle body and the horizontal ground can be considered a typical dihedral corner
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reflector. It can be observed in a radar azimuth range of not less than 100 degrees. The
ideal sphere reflectors can even be observed in a 360-degree radar azimuth range. In
contrast, there are also smooth surface scatterers dominated by specular reflection, whose
radar azimuth observable angle range is much smaller. Therefore, the acquisition of
radar data should consider the characteristics of the scene, maximize the accumulation
of azimuth angle range, and optimize the radar geometry, antenna pattern design and
movement route.
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2.2. Polarization Rotation Characteristic

The mechanism that rotates the polarization of multi-bounce radar returns is another
main feature that affects radar echo power. According to the typical dihedral reflector
double-bounce polarization scattering model, if the angle α (see Figure 2) between the
direction of radar motion and the intersection direction

−→
AB of the two surfaces of the

dihedral angle changes, the polarization rotation angle of the electromagnetic wave will
also change [24]. Even if the RCS of the scatterer remains stable within a certain azimuth
range, the angle rotation will make the radar echo power change nonlinearly, and the
changes of different polarization channels are different. If the radar has full polarization
measurement capability, the change of polarization rotation angle can be measured, and
then the inverse rotation matrix inverse transformation is introduced to compensate for
this change to maintain stability. However, MMW radars, which are mainly used for
autonomous driving, are often single-polarized radars and do not have the ability to
compensate for polarization rotation. Therefore, avoiding drastic changes in the direction
of movement of the radar during the SLAM process will also help the radar to stably
accumulate observations of the same target.

2.3. Radar Slant Range of Multiple Bounce Scattering Characteristic

In addition to the target scattering type and polarization rotation, the slant range
of multiple bounce scattering will also have an important impact on the accuracy of
radar SLAM pose estimation. Radar electromagnetic scattering may be single-bounce
and multiple-bounce in closed spaces such as indoors and in tunnels. The single-bounce
scattering is directly reflected by the target. The multi-bounce scattering is reflected between
the target, ground and wall more than once [25–28].
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The main scattering paths can be seen in Figure 3 and are described below:
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Single-bounce scattering: The transmitting and receiving path is R1→ R1 which is
shown by the red path in Figure 3. The single-bounce scattering slant range Rsingle of the
target is

Rsingle = R1 (1)
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Double-bounce scattering: The transmitting and receiving path is R2 → R3 → R4
which is shown by the black path in Figure 3. This path can be equivalent to R7→ R7. The
double-bounce scattering slant range Rdouble of the target is

Rdouble =
R2 + R3 + R4

2
= R7 (2)

Triple-bounce scattering: The transmitting and receiving path is R5→ R6→ R6→ R5
which is shown by the blue path in Figure 3. The triple-bounce scattering slant range Rtriple
of the target is

Rtriple =
2× (R5 + R6)

2
= R5 + R6 (3)

In the above three cases, when radar detects the point clouds from the same target
at any place, there will be no additional slant range induced by multi-path or multiple
bounce scattering. The slant range variation of the target will be stably related to the
radar pose variation, independent of the additional path of multiple bounce scattering.
Although there is a certain difference in the scattering slant range in these three cases, this
difference is relatively stable during radar motion, which will only cause the contour of
the vehicle target in the grid map to be widened, and will not lead to serious radar pose
estimation errors.

Four and more times bounce scattering: The four and more times bounce transmitting
and receiving path is R2→ n × R3→ R4, where n is the number of bounces between the
vehicle body and the horizontal ground. The four and more times bounce slant range Rmore
of the target is

Rmore =
R2+n× R3 + R4

2
= R7 + 0.5× (n− 1)× R3, n = 3, 5, 7 · · · (4)

where 0.5× (n− 1)× R3 is the additional slant range induced by multi-path or multiple
bounce scattering, and the additional slant range makes radar detect false detections and
point clouds.

Figure 4 shows the differences of detected radar point clouds of the same target in the
process of radar movement P1 to P3 with different scattering paths. As there is no additional
slant range in Equations (1)–(3), the detected points of single, double, and triple-bounce
scatterings overlapping together can be expressed as the red color point R. P1R, P2R, and
P3R are the true ranges between radar and target. According to Equation (4), RY1, RY2
and RY3 are the additional slant ranges 0.5× (n1 − 1)×R3, which make the false detection
slant range longer than the true ranges along each original radar range direction to the
yellow points Y1, Y2 and Y3. They cannot be overlapped together like the point R. If n2,
the number of bounces is bigger than n1, and the additional slant range 0.5× (n2 − 1)×R3
will be bigger too. Therefore, the spread range among false detection point clouds B1, B2
and B3 is larger than that among point clouds Y1, Y2 and Y3.

In a SLAM problem, the point clouds B1, B2 and B3 may be assumed to be generated
by the same point target. This depends on the size of the coordinate grid and the optimal
SLAM pose search range. In a statistical way, it will make the additional slant range be
transmitted reversely to the estimated pose of the radar, thereby introducing an estimation
error, or even making the SLAM problem unsolvable, as shown in Figure 5.

At time t, the coordinate of point A which is represented in the radar local measure-
ment coordinate system, is [xr

t , yr
t ] (shown in blue color). Point A, which is also represented

in the SLAM global occupied grid coordinate system (shown in black color), is [xw
t , yw

t ].
According to the SLAM principle, the point cloud obtained by millimeter wave radar
at different poses should be converted to the global occupied grid coordinate system
using Equation (5). [

xw
t

yw
t

]
=

[
cos Oθw

t sinOθw
t

− sin Oθw
t cosOθw

t

]
×
[

xr
t

yr
t

]
+

[
Oxw

t
Oyw

t

]
(5)
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where sw
t = [Oxw

t , Oyw
t , Oθw

t ] is the radar pose to be estimated at time t, and it is also
represented in the SLAM global occupied grid coordinate system. The point cloud data
measured by the radar of one scan is defined as zr

t = [zxr
t , zyr

t ]. Then, the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimation ŝw

t of unknown state sw
t can be obtained by using Equation (6).

ŝw
t = arg max

Sw
p(sw

t|zw) = arg max
Sw

p(zw |sw
t )×p(sw

t )
p(zw)

zw = zw
1 , zw

2 , · · · , zw
t

(6)
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In Equation (6), the likelihood function p(zw|sw
t ) plays a key role on the state esti-

mation, which uses all the history radar measurements zw = zw
1 , zw

2 , · · · , zw
t , which are

calculated by radar pose guess value and detection points using Equation (5). For the
convenience of analysis, it can be considered that in the process of solving the SLAM
problem, the set of radar pose guess values is obtained by dividing the grid of a specific
size in the global pose space and traversing it on a certain range of grids. The argmax pro-
cessing is operated by correlative scan matching (CSM). According to the output [xw

t , yw
t ] of

Equation (5), the number of times each grid is hit is counted and normalized as p(zw|sw
t ) in

the global occupied grid coordinate system. Therefore, p(zw|sw
t ) calculated using different

radar pose guesses is different. Finally, the pose guess value that can maximize p(zw|sw
t ) is

selected as the MAP of radar pose ŝw
t .

In the measured radar point cloud, the more the number of true detection point clouds,
the more accurate the MAP estimation of radar pose. When the number of false detection
point clouds is large because of the multiple bounce scattering, the actual pose is difficult to
maximize p(zw|sw

t ) during CSM processing, especially as the spread range caused by the
additional slant range is larger than the preset grid size. This will lead to MAP estimation
error and even pose estimation failure, as shown in Figure 5b.

Assume that there is one point target in the scene, and the radar moves one grid from
(R1, P4) to (R1, P5). Let the point cloud observed at time t be in (R4, P5), represented by red
color. The point cloud observed at time t + 1 is represented by green color in (R4, P6). If
there is an additional multiple bounce slant range in return, the false detection point cloud
is distributed in (R9, P6) and (R9, P8). When the CSM guesses the radar moving position
from (R1, P4) to (R1, P5) (the actual radar position), the number of points hitting the same
grid is 2. When guessing the radar moving position from (R1, P4) to (R1, P6) (wrong radar
position), the number of points hitting the same grid is 4, and (R1, P6) will be the MAP
estimation of CSM. It is worth noting that if the additional slant range is smaller, the MAP
estimation result will be consistent with the true value, and the true detection points and
the false detection points together constitute more observation samples, which is more
conducive to reducing the randomness error of radar measurement. This conclusion will
be used to improve the CSM algorithm.

3. Radar Azimuth Scattering Angle Based False Detections Recognition

Radar false detections are unstable and irregular. It will not only affect the accuracy of
radar SLAM pose estimation but also cause false targets on the occupancy grid map.
Therefore, they need to be revised. Radar false detections and radar true detections
have obvious differences in azimuth scattering angle. This section describes a method of
identifying radar false detections based on multi-path scattering theory combined with
azimuth scattering angle.

The method not only solves the problem of incomplete radar false detection suppres-
sion in the complex scene of the original model-based method but also avoids the complex
problem of the data-driven method [29].

3.1. Azimuth Scattering Angle of Point Target

The target can be detected by radar within a certain range. This range is defined as
the azimuth scattering angle. It is related to the geometric relationship between radar and
target. Different targets are different. In SLAM, radar is constantly moving. Therefore,
targets can only be detected within a certain range. The detected range is called the azimuth
scattering angle range in this paper.

First, the CSM algorithm is used to match the original data. Radar points of each
scan are mapped on the occupancy grid map. We can obtain the grid coordinates of all
points on the grid map. The pose of radar at each moment can also be obtained. Therefore,
the azimuth scattering angle of each point can be calculated. We analyze the range of the
azimuth scattering angle to identify the radar false detections:
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(xw
i , yw

i ) is the pose coordinate of radar at i scan. (xw
i′ , yw

i′ ) is the pose coordinate of
the radar at i′ scan. (xw

p , yw
p ) is the grid coordinate of a point. The black point represents a

radar point in Figure 6.
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The minimal azimuth scattering angle of the point cloud at scan i is:

min θ1 = arctan
xw

i − xw
p

yw
p − yw

i
(7)

The maximum azimuth scattering angle of the point cloud at scan i′ is:

max θ2 = arctan
xw

i′ − xw
p

yw
p − yw

i′
(8)

Therefore, the azimuth scattering angle range of this point is

θrange = max θ2 −min θ1 (9)

3.2. Radar False Detections Recognition

Figure 4 in the second section of this paper shows that the radar detects the same
target at different positions. The red target is radar true detection. We calculate the
maximum azimuth scattering angle and minimum azimuth scattering angle of the same
target according to the calculation method in Section 3.1. In addition, we calculate the
range of the azimuth scattering angle. In this case, the range of the azimuth scattering
angle range is greater than 0. Figure 4 shows that when the radar detects the same target
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at different positions, affected by more times bounces, there will be radar false detections.
They are random and disorderly. After point cloud matching, they will occupy different
grids. When calculating the maximum azimuth scattering angle and the minimum azimuth
scattering angle, it is found that the angle is the same or very close, and their scattering
angle range is 0 or very close to 0. Points with an azimuth scattering angle range of 0 or
close to 0 are regarded as radar false detections.

4. Millimeter Wave Radar SLAM Based on Radar False Detections Revising

For a SLAM problem, many studies have been carried out for both Lidar and MMW
Radar. An important part of SLAM technology is scan matching through point clouds
of different scans. Motion estimation is performed by the transformation relationship
of different scan point clouds. Low-precision point clouds and unreliable radar false
detections affect the accuracy of pose estimation.

The original CSM algorithm directly matches the data collected by millimeter wave
radar for pose estimation. MMW Radar is easy to produce clutter. It is more serious
multi-path noise in closed spaces. If the original radar data is directly processed by the
CSM algorithm, the pose estimation error will become larger. Therefore, it is necessary
to process the original data to filter out unreliable radar false detections. This section
introduces two MMW Radar SLAM algorithms based on radar false detections revising.
They are HTMR-CSM and STMR-CSM. STMR-CSM is further optimization of HTMR-CSM
based on radar angular accuracy. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 7.
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4.1. Hard-Threshold-Multi-Path-Revised Correlative Scan Matching

This paper proposes a new algorithm named the HTMR-CSM algorithm. The HTMR-
CSM algorithm is to add the original point cloud data preprocessing module to the original
CSM algorithm to filter out all radar false detections. Its threshold is azimuth scattering
angle range is 0 or close to 0. The algorithm has no obvious positive effect on positioning
error, but its impact on occupancy grid map accuracy is huge. All radar false detections are
filtered out on the map. It filters some reliable radar false detections. The density of point
clouds is reduced.

The original CSM algorithm is to match two adjacent scans of point clouds, which is a
‘scan-to-scan’ matching way. Each scan has rare points, and the number of points will be
less after filtering. Therefore, the original CSM ‘scan-to-scan’ matching method produces
errors when performing pose estimation. The more the error accumulates, the greater the
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error will eventually affect the localization and mapping. In this paper, the HTMR-CSM
algorithm uses ‘scan-to-submap’ way to match. This can reduce the pose estimation error
and improve the accuracy of localization and mapping.

4.2. Soft-Threshold-Multi-Path-Revised Correlative Scan Matching

HTMR-CSM can filter all radar false detections. However, the filtered points are not
all unreliable points. Some of the points are caused by the angular accuracy measurement
error of the radar itself. The points with radar measurement errors usually obey a specific
distribution, which can improve the accuracy of pose estimation. The other points are
radar false detections with structural feature information, whose distribution conforms to
the distribution of real target point clouds. Therefore, these points should not be blindly
filtered out. They should be used as reliable points to increase the point cloud density.

When millimeter wave radar detects the same target, the detection points are unstable
in the radar coordinate system due to the low angular accuracy. It is usually assumed that
these points obey the Gaussian distribution shown in Figure 8 [30].
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As shown in Figure 9, the first row is the ideal case. This case assumes that the
millimeter wave radar has no angular accuracy error. This situation can accurately estimate
the pose. However, the angular accuracy of radar is usually not high. The second row in
Figure 9 assumes that the radar detects the same target at different locations. Due to the
low accuracy of the radar, the target point is offset in the radar coordinate system. If we do
not consider the distribution of angular accuracy, the pose estimation error will be large in
the points-matching process. In the third row of Figure 9, the angular accuracy distribution
of millimeter wave radar is considered. It can be found that the points at this time will be
distributed regularly, which is considered to increase the number and structure of point
clouds. In the process of matching, the distributed points will increase the constraint of
pose estimation and make pose estimation more accurate.

By analyzing Figure 9, it can be concluded that some radar false detections usually have
structural information and conform to the distribution of radar angle measurement accuracy.
In the process of matching, they can constrain pose estimation and improve the accuracy of
pose estimation. If all the points filtered out by the azimuth scattering angle range are not
retained, the point cloud density will be reduced, and some valuable information will be
lost. Therefore, this paper analyzes the radar angular accuracy distribution model and uses
the model to identify reliable radar false detections. These points increase the point cloud
density and reduce pose estimation errors.
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This paper improves the HTMR-CSM algorithm. A new algorithm STMR-CSM (Soft-
threshold-multi-path-revised correlative scan matching) is proposed. The STMR-CSM
algorithm is a method of adding reliable radar false detections recognition based on the
HTMR-CSM algorithm. Its threshold conforms to the Gaussian distribution in Figure 8. It
can retain reliable radar false detections and reduce positioning and mapping errors.

5. Results and Discussions
5.1. Experimental Equipment

The experimental equipment consists of data acquisition equipment and data process-
ing equipment. The data acquisition equipment is mainly ARS408-21 77 GHz Millimeter
Wave Radar. The parameters are shown in Table 1.

5.2. Experiment Result

In this paper, a robot designed by the authors is used to collect millimeter wave radar
data from a tunnel. The robot consists of two parts: one is the driving device, and the other
is the sensing device. A straight track is installed on the side top of the tunnel, which is
parallel to the tunnel. The drive device with the sensor device moves along the rail. The
sensor device is equipped with ARS408-21 77 GHz millimeter wave radar. The detection
direction of the millimeter wave radar is perpendicular to the movement direction of
the robot.
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In order to test the strong penetration performance of millimeter wave radar and
its ability to penetrate fire and smoke, fire experiments were carried out in the tunnel.
The robot moves along the track through the whole fire site to conduct localization and
mapping. The fire scene and target scene are shown in the following Figure 10.

Table 1. 77 GHz Millimeter Wave Radar parameters.

Parameter Value

Data Rate 17 Hz

Ranging Accuracy Far Range: ±0.40 m;
Short Range: ±0.10 m (±0.05 m@ static)

Angular Accuracy Far Range: ±0.1◦;
Short Range: ±0.1◦@0.4◦/ ±1◦@ ±45◦/ ±5◦@ ±60◦

Detection Range
Far Range: 0.20 . . . 150 m@0 . . . ±9◦;

Short Range: 0.20 . . . 70 m@0 . . . ±45◦,
0.20 . . . 20 m@ ± 60◦
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The original point cloud data is processed by the CSM algorithm to obtain the map, as
shown in Figure 11.

We delete all the radar false detections from the original SLAM grid map, as shown in
Figure 12a. The existence of radar false detections increases the error of pose estimation,
but not all radar false detections will increase the error of pose estimation. Some radar
false detections will improve the accuracy of pose estimation. The point cloud matching
mode of ‘scan-to-scan’ leads to too large a pose estimation error and cannot perform
complete pose estimation. The trajectory is shown in pink in Figure 12b. The point cloud
matching mode of scan-to-scan is changed to scan-to-submap, and the trajectory is shown
in black in Figure 12b. Then, the HTMR-CSM algorithm and the STMR-CSM algorithm are
used to process the point cloud, respectively, and the trajectory is shown in red and blue
in Figure 12b.

5.3. Discussion
5.3.1. Grid Map Discussion

The red box in Figure 11 is the real scene of the experiment. Points outside the red box
are radar false detections caused by multi-path. The radar false detections of this part are
filtered out, and the map is as shown in Figure 12a after filtering. Although the real scene
is within the red box in Figure 11, the space closure also produces radar false detections. It
can be clearly seen that random and irregular radar false detections appear around the real
target pillars, cars, oil pans, etc. The method proposed in Section 3 of this paper is used for
filtering all radar false detections. The real targets in Figure 12a are not filtered out, but
become clearer and more obvious.
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5.3.2. Location Discussion

In addition, this paper also different types of point cloud statistics, as shown in the
table. All radar false detections account for 39.28% of all points. According to the method
proposed in Section 4.2, reliable radar false detections are identified. It can be found that
this part of the point cloud accounts for 30.25% of all points. Filtered points account for
only 9.03% of all points.

This section discusses the trajectory of the three methods. The accuracy of pose
estimation is evaluated by using three variables: error in the X direction, root mean square
error in the Y direction, and root mean square error of rotation angle.
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The error in the X direction evaluates the accuracy of the final localization in the X
direction, which represents the error between the actual moving distance of the radar and
the estimated distance. The calculation formula is shown in (10)

ErrorX = |xest − xreal | (10)

With a straight track as a priori information, the true value of each scan of the radar point
cloud in the Y direction and rotation angle can be obtained. Therefore, this paper uses the
root mean square error to evaluate the accuracy of pose estimation.

The root-mean-square error in the Y direction evaluates the degree of deviation of the
estimated pose from the reference trajectory in the Y direction, calculated as (11).

RMSEY =

√
Σn

i=1(yi,est − yi,real)
2

N
(11)

The root mean square error of rotation angle 1 in each scan evaluates the accuracy of
rotation angle estimation and represents the degree of deviation from the reference rotation
angle. The calculation formula is shown in (12)

RMSEθ =

√
Σn

i=1(θi,est − θi,real)
2

N
(12)

In the formula, i represents the scan number, and N represents the number of scans of
the point cloud. yi,est and yi,real represent the estimated pose and the real pose in the Y of
the i-th scan. θi,est and θi,real represent the estimated pose and the real pose in the rotation θ
of the i-th scan.

The error indicators of the three algorithms are counted in the Table 2.

Table 2. Location Error and Number of Points.

Name CSM HTMR-CSM Accuracy
Improvement (%) STMR-CSM Accuracy

Improvement (%)

ErrorX 0.89 1.02 −15 0.82 9
RMSEY 0.9270 1.0050 −8 0.7622 22
RMSEθ 0.0260 0.0211 23 0.0204 27

Number of Points 40,825 24,789 37,138

If taking the original CSM without radar false detections suppression as a reference,
the localization error and accuracy improvement ratio of HTMR-CSM and STMR-CSM are
analyzed. The accuracy of HTMR-CSM on ErrorX and RMSEY indicators is significantly
reduced, which proves that it is not appropriate to suppress all radar false detections.
Radar false detections do not all reduce the accuracy of pose estimation. The accuracy
of STMR-CSM is obviously improved in three indicators. It proves that some radar false
detections can be utilized, which is beneficial to reduce the pose estimation error and
improve the accuracy.

In order to make a more obvious, more intuitive observation of the accuracy of each
scan localization, the pose Y and θ of each scan are analyzed in this paper, as shown in
Figure 13. Black represents the original CSM algorithm, red is the HTMR-CSM algorithm,
and blue is the STMR-CSM. Although the STMR-CSM algorithm is larger than the CSM
algorithm in some scan errors, it is generally small and more stable.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, the scheme of millimeter wave radar as a sensor for positioning and
mapping is successfully applied to the scene of fire and smoke in the tunnel. We find that
it is easy to generate multi-path effects in closed spaces such as tunnels, which can affect
our positioning and mapping. In this paper, the generation of radar false detections and
their influence on positioning and mapping are studied, and the multi-path scattering
theory of radar SLAM in tunnel is established. The multi-path scattering theory is of great
significance to the identification of multi-path point cloud. Therefore, a multi-path point
cloud recognition method based on the target azimuth scattering angle is proposed to filter
all radar false detections. An HTMR-CSM algorithm based on scan-to-submap mode is
proposed. Although this method effectively removes radar false detections, it does not
classify radar false detections. This method ignores that some radar false detections may
play a positive role in positioning. The positioning performance of this method decreases,
but it can improve the accuracy of mapping. Therefore, point clouds need to be classified
to find multi-path point clouds that have a positive impact on pose estimation. This paper
combines the reliable radar false detections recognition method with the original CSM
algorithm and proposes a new algorithm named STMR-CSM algorithm. The radar data
in tunnel is collected by using the equipment developed by the author. Four algorithms
are used to process and analyze the data in detail. The experimental results verify that
some radar false detections can also be used to improve the accuracy of pose estima-
tion. Compared with the original CSM algorithm, the STMR-CSM algorithm proposed in
this paper significantly reduces the positioning error in the closed space, which proves
the effectiveness of the method. In the future, we will further study the radar angular
accuracy model.
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